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Evaluation Finds Excess Property Program Is Efficient and 
Effective, but Perceptions About Militarized Police Persist

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) has been 
distributing its excess or outdated equipment to state and 
local law enforcement agencies at little or no cost since 

1990. The vast majority of this equipment is routine items 
like tools, first aid supplies, 
and office equipment, but 
the program also distributes 
weapons, armored vehicles, and 
other military equipment.

In recent years, the pro-
gram, operated by the Defense 
Logistics Agency’s (DLA’s) Law 
Enforcement Support Office 
(LESO), has become controver-
sial. The 2014 shooting death of 
Michael Brown by a Ferguson, 

Missouri, police officer and the subsequent police response to 
protests and riots led to scrutiny of LESO program transfers. 
Although no LESO program equipment was involved in the 
events at Ferguson, the presence of armored personnel carri-
ers focused public attention on the use of military equipment  
by the police. 

Largely as a result of these concerns, the LESO program 
has undergone many changes, such as altering the types of 
items that law enforcement agencies (LEAs) can requisition 
and tightening DoD’s control over certain equipment. In 
addition, the program has been subject to several audits that 
have tested LESO’s procedures. 

With these issues in mind, Congress included a man-
datory evaluation of the program in the 2017 National 
Defense Authorization Act. To evaluate the program, RAND 
researchers examined raw data on the participating LEAs, 
the equipment they requisitioned, and the value of that 
equipment. They looked at information about LEAs that 
had been suspended or terminated from the program. They 
also interviewed a broad swath of stakeholders, reviewed the 
existing research, and compiled a history of the program.

The evaluation found that the LESO disposal process 
(see Figure 1) is efficient and effectively reuses excess prop-
erty, benefits LEAs, responds to oversight, and is faithful 
to congressional intent. However, these efforts are unlikely 
to resolve perceptions that the program contributes to the 
militarization of police. 

This brief summarizes the findings of the evaluation  
and lays out three options for the program’s future. 

Key findings:

• Through the Defense Logistics Agency’s Law Enforcement 
Support Office (LESO), the U.S. Department of Defense  
has transferred more than 2.2 million uncontrolled items 
(e.g., tools, first aid supplies, clothing) worth nearly 
$1.2 billion and more than 3,000 controlled items (e.g., 
vehicles, weapons, ammunition magazines) worth nearly 
$775 million to 2,790 state and local law enforcement 
agencies (LEAs), 174 federal LEAs, and 22 tribal LEAs in 
fiscal years (FYs) 2015–2017.

• The LESO program suspended 268 LEAs and terminated 
24 in FYs 2014–2016, primarily due to lost, missing, or 
stolen weapons or a lack of compliance.

• The researchers provide three options for the future of  
the LESO program—two of which may help to address 
concerns about the program’s effect on the militarization 
of police.

• While the LESO program has its flaws, the program is 
largely being administered according to congressional intent.

SOURCES: U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) analysis of DLA data; GAO, Excess Personal Property: DOD Should 
Further Reassess the Priorities of Its Disposal Process, GAO-16-44, January 29, 2016.
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Figure 1. DoD’s Item Disposal Process
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What Property Is Transferred to LEAs?
From hand warmers to laptops to rifles, more than 7,000 
unique types of items were transferred to LEAs through the 
LESO program in fiscal years (FYs) 2015 to 2017.

Equipment frequently associated with military functions, 
such as humvees and night vision equipment, represents less 
than 5 percent of transfers by volume. On the other hand, 
some of the most frequently transferred individual items 
include those that are common to both the military and 
LEAs, such as rifles and cartridges. 

In terms of dollars, 20 types of items—mostly aircraft 
and vehicles—made up 80 percent of the total value of all 
property transfers; mine resistant ambush protected (MRAP) 
vehicles alone accounted for 31 percent of the total value. 

Certain Military Equipment Is Tightly Controlled 
LESO distinguishes between “uncontrolled” property— 
routine items such as office furniture, emergency generators, 
and computers—and “controlled” property—certain mili-
tary equipment such as firearms, night vision goggles, and 
many vehicles. Uncontrolled property becomes the perma-
nent property of the LEA after one year and is no longer 
part of the federal inventory. Controlled equipment remains 
the DoD’s property, and LEAs must return it when it is no 
longer needed. 

Breaking down excess property transfers by category, LEAs 
acquired more than 2.2 million uncontrolled items worth nearly 
$1.2 billion and more than 3,000 controlled items worth 
nearly $775 million in FYs 2015–2017 (see Figures 2 and 3).  
A small number of LEAs hold a large proportion of this inven-
tory: Just 10 percent of LEAs possess 73 percent of uncon-
trolled items, and 1 percent hold half of all uncontrolled items.

Since the program began in 1990, DoD has transferred 
a total of $6 billion in excess property—both controlled and 
uncontrolled—to LEAs. As of FY 2016, LEAs possessed 
nearly 1.6 million items worth nearly $1.9 billion that were 
still in the federal inventory (see Figure 4 for property trans-
fers by state).

How Many LEAs Were Suspended or Terminated 
from the Program? 
During FYs 2014 to 2016, 268 LEAs were suspended (see 
Figure 5), and 24 were terminated from the program. All but 
one of the suspensions were of state LEAs—North Carolina 
and Montana had the most suspended LEAs, with 23 per-
cent and 10 percent of the total, respectively. Seven states—
Alabama, Alaska, Minnesota, New Jersey, North Carolina, 
Ohio, and Rhode Island—and the U.S. Virgin Islands were 
suspended from the program. The most frequent justifica-
tions for LEA suspensions were lost, missing, or stolen weap-
ons or a chronic lack of compliance. 

Many Stakeholders Find the Program Valuable, 
While Many Americans Are Unaware It Exists
The researchers found that many stakeholders value the 
program. DoD deems it an efficient way to dispose of old 
equipment. LEAs can access at little or no cost equipment 
that protects officers and gives them more resources to do 
their jobs. And lawmakers view it as a way to help them  
act as good stewards of taxpayer resources. Even stakehold-
ers who are concerned about police militarization did not 
advocate for the program to be completely abolished, but 
they did suggest that requests for excess equipment be tied 
to the requirement that LEAs be trained in how to use it 

Figure 2. Quantity of Property Transfers Figure 3. Value of Property Transfers
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and that equipment like bayonets and armored vehicles be 
off-limits.

Meanwhile, many Americans are unaware the program 
exists, according to the results of RAND’s large survey, the 
American Life Panel; almost half of the respondents had not 

heard of the program (see Figure 6). Of those who do know 
about the program, 33 percent find the transfers valuable, 
and 20 percent view them as detrimental. More than 40 per-
cent support limiting the program to nonlethal equipment, 
while 38 percent think there should be no limitations at all.

SOURCE: Data provided by LESO to RAND.
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The Program Has Been the Subject of Two Recent 
Executive Orders 
In response to the events of Ferguson and after extensive 
study, President Barack Obama issued Executive Order 
13688, which required LEAs to justify their need for con-
trolled equipment, provide evidence of the training to use it, 
and have approval from the civilian governing body in their 
communities. It also added some equipment (for example, 
bayonets and tracked vehicles) to a list of items that are pro-
hibited from distribution. The state coordinators we inter-
viewed said the most significant changes were the justifica-
tion requirements and the increase in paperwork. 

In 2017, President Donald Trump revoked EO 13688 
when he issued EO 13809. As a result, LESO is reverting 
to operating procedures prior to EO 13688. However, few 
significant changes are expected in the types or quantities of 
equipment that LEAs requisition.

Government Audits Have Highlighted a Lack of 
Internal Controls
The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) has paid 
close attention to the program since its inception. Over the 
years, GAO has issued eight reports identifying issues with 
DoD’s overall management of excess property and made  
24 separate recommendations for enhancing internal con-
trols and improving program efficiency related to the LESO 
program. The DLA has implemented 22 of these recommen-
dations that were within its scope. 

Most recently, in July 2017, GAO released a report that 
described a sting operation it conducted in 2016. GAO 

investigators created a fictitious federal LEA, gained approval 
to use the LESO program, and obtained more than 100 
controlled items worth close to $1.2 million. The DLA was 
notified in March 2017 and immediately suspended the 
federal LEA special program. As a result of the sting opera-
tion, GAO concluded that DLA’s internal controls at the 
time were insufficient to prevent the approval of a fraudu-
lent enrollment application for a federal LEA. The DLA has 
responded diligently to these reviews, and the evolution of 
the program reflects that.

Three Options for the Program’s Future 
Overall, and despite the recent GAO findings, the LESO 
program is largely being administered according to con-
gressional intent. Program staff and officials are aware of 
their sensitive mission and the political and cultural issues 
surrounding it. However, the analysis leaves one question 
unanswered: How can LESO, DLA, and the U.S. govern-
ment address the ongoing public concern about the potential 
effect that DoD excess property has on the militarization of 
local police forces? The researchers see three potential paths 
forward.

Maintain the Status Quo
The LESO program is professionally managed, conscious of 
congressional intent, and popular with LEAs. DoD has a solid 
record of keeping track of controlled equipment, and the vast 
majority of transfers—measured in quantity—are of general 
office equipment, tools, personal protective equipment, and 
other noncontroversial material. However, maintaining the 

Figure 6. Should Types of Equipment Transferred to LEAs Be Limited?
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program as is does not address concerns about the militariza-
tion of police.

Modify Program Emphasis and Distribution of Controlled 
Equipment
Currently, requisition priority is given to LEAs that provide 
specific justifications for border security, counternarcotics, 
and counterterrorism police activities—all of which put con-
trolled equipment in front of the public. One modification 
would be to no longer give LEAs preference for drug, border, 
and terrorism missions. Another modification could be to 
require LEAs to purchase a piece of equipment from another 
source and use LESO to supplement what LEAs already 
have. This requirement would ensure that LEAs truly need 
a given item, have previously justified the acquisition inter-
nally through their own budget process, and have obtained 
permissions from their civilian leadership. However, fewer 

LEAs might participate because they cannot afford the initial 
purchase. 

Shift Responsibility for Controlled Equipment to Another 
Agency
Under this approach, the DLA would still be responsible for 
disposing of the equipment in a timely manner, but the U.S. 
Department of Justice (DoJ) would handle requests from 
LEAs. DoJ is better positioned than DoD to evaluate the 
appropriateness and value of equipment to law enforcement 
and to assess the program’s impact on policing through its 
existing evaluation programs and its relations with LEAs. 
DoJ management might also be more likely to develop stan-
dards for monitoring the equipment’s use; link transfers to 
outcomes, such as improved crime rates or police use of force; 
and link equipment transfers to training.
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